Kestrel

Sept 2021

Autumn term

Welcome back Kestrels.
We all hope you have had an exciting summer holidays.
Class teacher – Mr Carr
Teaching assistant: Miss Brothwell
Teaching assistant: Mrs Ping

In our English lessons, we will begin by
writing a detailed recount of our own Summer
holidays. We shall then move into linking our
English work with our Stone Age topic,
before moving onto Fantasy Stories.
Information texts follow on from this before
we end with Performance poetry.

This term is going to be an exciting
one, we are beginning with our two
week topic of ‘Curious about
Cambridge’. We will focus our
writing around this.

Guided Reading will take place in the classroom daily,
alongside this, we strongly recommend children read at
home as much as possible, we thank you for your continued
support.
Homework / Spellings will be set on a Friday.
PE days – Monday and Thursday.
MFL is now Spanish.

In our topic work, we aim to use key terms
and phrases i.e: century, decade, BC, AD,
after, before, during.
We will then be looking at similarities and
differences of aspects of their lives in
comparisons to others.
Usin a range of sources we hope to delve
deeper into their ways of living, homes,
clothing and beliefs.
We also hope to produce some amazing
artwork using some Stone Age techniques.

Within Science lessons, we will cover two main focus points - To begin we shall start with Biology:
Animals including humans before moving onto Physics: Light.
Hopefully now we have settled back into routines and some sort of normality, we can look forward to
some exciting events: Cross country, Hockey, Tennis and cycling proficiency are all hopefully to come.
Maths will be taught as an individual subject and will continue to adhere to the curriculum objectives.
Throughout the term, lessons will cover many aspects, initially continuing with our work on place value,
addition and subtraction and multiplication and division.
Every child should have their logins for TTRockstars, alongside a login for Purple Maths, please
continue this building up coins and completing 2dos weekly.

